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APPLICABLE SERVICES

REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
This product can be repaired or
maintained. Contact us for more
details

Stair Climber Hand Truck Matador M-NST - 400x157mm

SKU 74140

Very sturdy, manual stair climber hand truck from Matador with rotating
wheels so you can easily get your fridge or washing machine one floor
higher. Very low price compared to electrically assisted models.

TECHNICAL DATA

Product new

Material Aluminium

Status New

Outside dimension lenght 440

Outside dimension width 585

Outside dimension height 1270

Carry weight 150

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Hand truck stair climber from Matador

A very sturdy, manual stair climber hand truck from Matador with which
you can safely get up to 150 kg on the steps. Thanks to a smart system
with rotating wheels, this is a breeze. The dimensions of this stair
climber are 440x585x1270 mm and the dimensions of the pitch of this
hand truck is 400x157 mm. The wheels are made of TPU, a relatively
soft material that looks a lot like rubber and is streak-free and noiseless.
So you don't have to be afraid of damaging the environment. Stair
climbers are mainly used to move washing machines, refrigerators,
boxes and cabinets.

At only 8.5kg, this is a relatively light hand truck. Electrically assisted
stair climbers quickly run into the higher costs; With this manual model,
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you will have a similar result for only a tenth of the price in many cases.
The 6 rotating wheels, in two sets of 3 pieces per side, ensure that you
get your load up with little effort. The wheels have a diameter of 160mm
and are 38mm in diameter.

Link to visit this page:

https://rotom.co.uk/stair-climber-hand-truck-matador-m-nst-
400x157mm-74140
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